All-Institute Swimming Competition
At Alumni Pool This Saturday Night

The Wellesley water ballet is pictured practicing one of their precision formations that will be used in their Saturday performance at the Alumni Pool.

Tomorrow evening at 8:00 P.M., members of the MIT community will enjoy a fierce competition to prove to all that their class will rule the high seas.

NCAA Diving Champion, Buttersman, To Perform
For a different kind of color, the show will also include a demonstration of underwater plays, where the MIT Swimmers will battle the Tech Dolphins; two separate and distinct aquamaids will perform with remarkable grace, and diving as done by Charles Batterman, NCAA and A.A.U. Diving champ.

It is still not too late to enter - entry blanks must be in by 6:00 P.M. this evening, at the booth in Building 16. Triats are at 1:00, and finals at 7:00 P.M. Remember, your class needs YOU. Why not bring a date and sit in front of the pool at Alumni.

IM Tackle Football League Considered
A movement is currently underfoot to investigate the possibility of playing Intramural Tackle Football. This game is currently played at Harvard and has proved quite successful at that school.

The leaders of this movement have presented their views to both the Intramural Council and the Athletic Association. Both groups are currently considering the proposal.

Student opinions on the matter will be quite helpful and will be greatly appreciated. As further details of the plans are revealed they will be made public through The Tech. Anyone desiring to comment may do so by sending a letter to:
Sponsor:
THE TECH
Walker Memorial Building

RACKETS RENTING
Prompt Service
Tennis & Squash Shop
C.A. MJ, Johnson St., Cambridge
Open: Monday - Friday, 10-7

MISPRINT
All Else's Circulars Should Read EL 4-8362 Instead of EL 4-8632.
Call Before 10:30 A.M. For Same Day Free Delivery anywhere in MIT.